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There once was an awesome taco.He had a.....just read and you''ll find out!
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1 - Introdution

Once upon a time,deep,deep,deep underground where the only living being were tacos, there lived a
very famous taco.His name was Ayden.He was in the Hardshell clan.He wandered the underground
world looking for his clan's rivals:the Softshell clan.Ayden had a magic sword that could make an army of
nachos and cheese appear to do his bidding.Turn to chapter 2 to hear a story about him.



2 - The sword and prisoners.

One day,when Ayden returns home to the Hardshell tribe,he discovers a sword on the side of the
path.He picks it up and it turns into a cinnamon curly crunchie.He puts is on his head.I'll keep it.He
thought.I shall call it Mousie.All of a sudden,two softshells burst out of the underbrush!Yelling,they
charged at him with an electric spear each.Ayden pulls out the CCC(cinnamon curly crunchy)and it turns
into a two foot long sword.He yelled and stabbed into the ground,by instinct,and 55 nachos burst out of
the ground.Soon after,55 cups of melted cheese burst out too.Ayden then watched as the nachos
slathered melted cheese on the tacos and stuck them together.the the nachos and cheese
dissolved.Ayden walked over to the two softshells and asked,"why did you attack me??".The softshells
said nothing."Tell me now and I will spare your lives.".One of them says "We cannot tell you anything
because we swore we would not in the language of truth and magic.""Tell me what you can then!"One of
the two hesitates and then says"we cannot tell you anything but we can show you."Ayden looks warily at
them."You promise not to run??""We promise."Ayden helped the two to their feet."Lead on."he said.The
tacos lead Ayden to a clearing.In it there was a small military barrack.Ayden gasped.So this is where the
Softshell mobs were coming from!I must take these prisoners to my tribe and tell them of this barrack!
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